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Abstract
In strategic planning of distribution network, the distribution planner need to evaluate the functionality of the networks
on different case studies and various network conditions in order to establish an economic and reliable network. The
fractal-based network model generation and Particle Swarm Optimization methods are used in this paper in order to
model a distribution network considering the specified features of Malaysian electricity supply application handbook.
The proposed method is able to optimize the settlement of consumers and substations based on the distribution planner
desires. In the proposed approach 10000 network models have been generated for both urban and rural areas in order
to find the adequate numbers of required substations. The results of the case study illustrated that the desired number
of substations with acceptable range of violations are obtained from the proposed approach. The distribution network
models are designed with settlement of LV consumers and optimum feeder routing from LV consumers connected to
distribution transformers. Moreover, the optimum distribution transformers placement and size with optimum MV feeder
routing connected to MV substation are modelled. It is concluded from the statistical analysis that proposed method could
be utilized to generate the similar realistic network models for strategic assessment of distribution network planning.

Keywords: Distribution Network Modelling, Fractal Network Model Generation, Minimum Spanning Tree, Particle
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1. Introduction

One of the main challenges of distribution network
planners is to develop optimal network design strategies1.
Due to the lack of information of LV network and nonadequate data logging, it is not logical to rely on real
data for large strategic design of distribution networks.
Therefore, distribution network modelling is essential
that involves modelling of a wide range of cable sizes
and types, substations locations, and transformers types
and sizes. Recently, several researchers have proposed
the methodologies to model the distribution networks.
The optimal feeder routing problem using the dynamic
programming techniques and Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) facilities have been performed by
researchers in order to reduce total investment cost2.
The line losses and reliability have been taken into the
account with related constraints such as voltage drop
and thermal capacity issues. The optimum planning of
large distribution network based on losses characteristics
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matrix for optimum substation location and graph theory
was proposed by researchers3. Moreover, it optimizes
feeder routing in real size of distribution network by using
Genetic Algorithm (GA) method3. The optimal planning
of radial distribution networks using simulated annealing
techniques has been used in order to address the minimum
capital cost by applying the steepest descent approach4.
There are several method for distribution network
modelling and planning which have been analysed under
normal condition and emergency planning5. An attempt
to reduce the cost of feeders by selecting the optimal
conductor type and size of feeders segment was presented
by researchers that performed a new computer algorithm
and heuristic optimization technique6.
This paper aims to generate the large scale of
distribution network models with thousands of
nodes with similar statistical features and different
configurations in order to investigate the reliability of the
proposed method. The fractal-based network generation
has been utilized in this paper to generate the economic
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model of LV distribution network. The fractal model
generation is more adequate to represent the LV networks
with low load densities as compared with geometric
models7. Accordingly, the proposed method generates
large sets of weakly meshed networks. Basically, LV
networks have radial structure, as further adjustments
have carried out to transform network to radial ones.
The fractal network generation1 has been utilized in
this paper in order to model the Malaysian LV network
as general test case. The Malaysian utility service (TNB)
guide book8 specification was considered to generate
similar LV network compared to exciting Malaysian LV
distribution network. Power flow engine is vital issue in
distribution network planning due to the vast size of the
network. This paper has used OpenDSS engine as power
flow solution in distribution network planning in order to
obtain the network parameters such as voltages, current
of feeders and losses of the network during optimization
procedures. This paper has performed the PSO algorithm
to find the optimal placement and sizing of distribution
substations and used modified Minimum Spanning Tree
(MST) algorithm for optimal feeder routing from LV
distribution transformers to MV substations.

2. Methodology
In order to design the distribution network model for
Malaysian context the following methodologies have
been performed. The fractal LV network generation
model is performed to generate the costumer’s position
and LV connections with respective coordinates for
LV distribution networks. The candidate substations
placement have been obtained from the T-point LV lines
connections. The PSO algorithm has been used in order
to find the optimum placement and sizing of distribution
substations (11/0.4)9. Subsequently, the MST method
has been performed for MV feeder rooting that can
connect the main intake substation into the distribution
substations.

2.1 Fractal LV Network Model Generation

The algorithm of fractal LV network model generation
is given in10. The consumer point generation algorithm
employs based on fractal dimension of consumers’
settlement by statistically adjustment of consumers’
distance in order to find the similar realistic consumer
positions10. The expected network length l with this law
2
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1 ∝ nα is founded for consumer connection with desire
value of distances D:
D = 1/1 - α					(1)
The fractal geometry is control by value of D as an
economic model which has both repulsiveness and
attractiveness with following representation:
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where, k is a function of typical separation l between
existing points. The variable k is built into the consumer
settlement model using transformation equations that
can be written as follows:
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where, x’ and y’ are the coordinates of final settlement
of a new point, x and y are the coordinates of random point
settlement, xc and yc are the coordinates of centre of the
primitive network. The new costumer point settlement by
applying affine transportation is shown in10.
Once the consumer points are generated, there are
connected with straight lines, thereby giving origin to a
certain number of T-points. The number of connections
can then be accordingly identified using the concept of
Branching ate (BR); that is, the ratio of the number of
(T-pints) to the total number of consumer nodes of the
generated networks. The BR is depend on how the next
consumer will be connected the existing network in a
dynamic process. The detail explanation of the algorithm
can be obtained from10.

2.2 Particle Swarm Optimization

The swarm intelligent algorithm is one of the evolutionary
computation methods that have been introduced to solve
the optimization problems and since then, their ability
has been demonstrated11. In this method, the movement
towards the optimal position is obtained from the best
information of each particle which is included in the
initial population (Best Personal Position) and the optimal
position that is found by the neighbours’ positions (Best
Global Position). Researchers applied PSO algorithm
successfully in complex non-linear engineering problems
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principally in distribution system planning, control
systems, multi-objective optimization problems with
multiple constraints, shape optimization and etc12. Since
the capacitor installation in distribution system has the
non-linear and discrete equations, therefore, this paper
utilized PSO algorithm as one of the accurate methods
to solve the substation placement and sizing problem.
The procedures of this algorithm have been described
in reference13. Figure 1 illustrates the particle movement
Best Personal
basesPosition
on PSO algorithm.

has been performed to obtain the coordinates of residential
consumers, the candidate substation placement and LV
feeder paths13. Figure 2 described a method to apply
fractal LV network model generation in order to design
the optimum MV feeder rout and optimum substations
placement and sizing. The PSO algorithm seeks to find
the optimum placement and size of the substations based
on the obtained results of candidate substation placement
(T-points) and LV feeder paths. Therefore, the following
objective function has been introduced that needs to be
minimized:

START

Previous
Position

Min; Z = CL + CC + PF				(5)

consumer coordinates,
LV feeder path, candidate
substations coordinates

Current
Position

Initialized with obtained results of
fractal LV network model generation
Networks(n)

Next
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n=n+1

Optimum substation placement and
sizing using PSO
Optimum MV feeder routing
using modified MST

Best Global
Position

Increase the number of
distribution substation

Standardization of distribution
MV and LV feeders and
substations based on
Malaysian standards

Figure 1. Principle of the PSO particle movement.

The PSO algorithm has been performed as an
optimization engine to find the desired load profile as
platform of minimization of an objective function for
consumers who are willing to participate in DR programs.
The load profile represents the power consumption of
aggregate groups of consumers who accepted the DR
program’s conditions and accepted to follow the pattern.
The objective function of load pattern has been discussed
in next Section.

2.3 Methodology for Identification of
Optimum Number of Distribution
Substations Placement and Sizing and
MV Feeder Routing

In order to identify the optimum numbers of substations in
LV Malaysian distribution network model, a methodology
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Figure 2. The proposed flowchart of optimum substation
placement and sizing and feeder routing for distribution
networks.
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where, Z represents the objective function of optimum
placement and sizing of the substations, CL is the total
losses cost for a study year, CC represents the annuitized
capital cost [$/year], and PF is the penalty factor which
would be realized by the optimization constraints.
nlb
(6)
i
CL = C L .å PLoss
.8760 				
i=1
where, CL [$/kWh] represents the cost of real power
i
losses (CL=168 $/kW/year])14, PLoss [kWh] is the real
power losses at consumer i and nlb indicates the number
of consumers.
The investment cost of substation should be annuitized
in order to be accumulated with other network costs1.
Thus, to annuitize the investment cost of distribution
network, the following economic consideration should be
performed.
ns
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where, VCs stands for the total substation variable cost,
Cvar(j) represents the cost of substation j per MVA, dlb(j,i)
is the consumer demand I which connected to substation
j. FCs represents the total fixed cost of substations
and Cfix(j) is the fixed cost of substation j. The variable
cost of substation included the cost of operation and
maintenance, and the fixed cost consists of installation
and other related fix cost of substation such as land and
equipment prices and etc.
ns
(10)
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where, IC stand for Investment Cost [$], CS is the total
substation installation and operation costs [$], Cl is the
total cost of the lines [$], d is the discount rate and T is the
number of operation years.
In distribution system planning, the geographical
distribution of loads density and allocation of the feasible
candidate substations are the major information that

4
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should be considered. In order to optimal distribution
substation allocation and feeder routing, the following
constraints must be satisfied. Firstly, all of the consumers
in the network should be supplied. Secondly, the
voltage drops at the receiving bus should not violate
the limit. Thirdly, the maximum load capacity of all
substations should be considered. Lastly, the total cost
of new constructed substation should be minimized. As
mentioned previously, the problem constraints could be
included in objective function as PF which can be written
as follows:
nv
(12)
PF = å (b ´ Violationi )
				
i=1
where, nv is the number of violations and β is the fine
rate that might be adjusted by type of the violations. One
of the constraints of distribution network planning is
acceptable voltage drop at receiving bus (Vi) that should
be within the predefined range by related standards8.
0.95 ≤ Vi ≤ 1.05				(13)
The other constraints of distribution network planning
are the longest distance of each consumer from the
distribution substation which are obtained by substation
radius based on standard. To consider this constraint the
following condition must be considered:
j
(14)
Dij £ R max
					
where, D ij stands for distance between substation j to
j
is the maximum acceptable radius of
consumer I and Rmax
substation j that can supply the consumers.
Subsequently, once LV network with adequate
substation placements and sizes have been designed, the
proposed optimum MV feeder routing algorithm will be
performed for MV feeders’ connections using obtained
results of LV network. The MST is modified to perform
for the MV feeder connections. MST theory is assigned as
one of the important part of mathematic sciences which
has been introduced in 19s century. A graph is a collection
of ordered pairs of branches and nodes that can be written
as G ≡ (V, E). Where, V is node and E is branch. In fact,
a graph is a diagrammatic model of a system. In general,
a graph represents a binary relation between system
components. A single graph can have many different
spanning trees assigned by weight. MST is the graph with
the minimum weight on branches. The MST algorithm
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has been implemented as feeder routing solution in
distribution networks3. There are lots of algorithm to solve
the MST problems which are Kruskal’s algorithm, Prim’s
algorithm, Dijkstra’s algorithm and etc. This paper uses
the prim’s algorithm to solve the optimum feeder routing
for MV networks. However, prim’s algorithm cannot
carry out the desired optimal routing thus the modified
prim’s algorithm needs to be performed. This is because
exists some technical issues. First issue is that the network
should be radial design and there should not exists any
ring network. The second issue is that the branches
should not pass through each other. Therefore, because of
the two mentioned issues the new modified MST method
is proposed. Figure 3 shows the modification algorithm
of prim’s algorithm in MST in order to find the optimum
START
MV feeder routing in distribution network.

Consumers and Substations
Coordinates (X,Y)

Initialization of
MST algorithm
Distance calculation between all
graph points and create the graph
Calculate the weight of
each branch

performed in order to demonstrate the design conditions
in terms of bus voltages and thermal capacity of the lines.
The results of each network are evaluated till desired
results are obtained.

3. Case Study
Two type of distribution networks, urban and rural
are generated in this paper. There are 100 networks are
evaluated in each iteration thus there will a total of 10000
iterations of each types. It has been performed to find the
probability of the network generation model in terms of
violated voltage. The maximum/minimum voltages of all
the sending-end and receiving-end busses are checked
to indicate the network operation within the statutory
LV limits defined by Malaysian standards to be -6% to
+10%8. Increasing the number of substation per iteration
and monitoring the minimum voltages has been applied
to find the satisfactory range of required substations. The
increment number of substations is set to approximately
10% of heuristically estimated optimum number of
substations1. Figure 4 illustrates the percentage of violated
voltages for 100 generated networks model with 15MVA/
km2.

Prim Algorithm
90

No

Yes
Extract the obtained tree
to the OpenDSS file as
the Line data connections

Is there any
branch cross
the other
branches?
Yes
Repeat the algorithm to
find the non-cross
minimum branch

80
70
Violated Voltage(%)

No

Does the
graph nodes
finished?

60
50
40
30

END
20

Figure 3.
The flowchart of modified MST algorithm
in order to solve the optimum MV feeder routing in
distribution network.

Once the MV feeder routing algorithm has been
performed, the next step of network model designing
is the standardization of the conductors and substation
types and sizes. The LV and MV feeders as well as
transformers sizes should be standardized based on
Malaysian standards that have been defined in their
related standards8,15. Next, Power flow calculation is
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Figure 4. Percentage of violated cases for 15 MVA/km2 of
100 networks.

By increasing the number of substation the percentage
of violated cases has been reduced and based on the
predefined 10% violation adjustment, the range of
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substation numbers is found to be 52 urban networks. The
probability of minimum voltage distribution is shown in
Figure. 5. It depicts around 90% of the generated network
models with 52 substations for urban are satisfied in
terms of minimum voltage violation.

Figure 6. Urban distribution network model (Malaysia
context) designed by 2000 consumers and 52 distribution
substations in the area of 1km2 and load density 15MVA/
km2.
Figure 5. Probability of Distribution of minimum voltages
for the case 15MVA/km2 with 52 substations100 networks.

Figure 6 illustrates one of non-violated networks model
that has been selected to demonstrate as valid generated
network model. This network consists of 2000 urban
residential consumers in the area of 1km2. The mean box
plot of power losses for different substations number is
demonstrated in Figure 7. It shows that 52 substations has
lesser mean value of power losses compared to the others
numbers of substations. Moreover, Figure 8 indicates the
histogram plot of total power losses with 52 numbers
of substations that evidence above 90% of the networks
with 52 substations has satisfactory power losses. The
maximum peak snapshot power flow calculation shows
the minimum voltage of 0.95607p.u and maximum voltage
of 1.05703p.u with total power losses of 377.9kW of the
chosen LV urban residential network with 52 substations.
The same procedure can be performed on rural networks
in order to generate the distribution network model of
rural area. Therefore, Figure 9 and 10 shows the samples
of the generated networks for both urban and rural areas
with different load densities.

Figure 7. Power losses for the case 15MVA/km2 with 52
substations100 networks.

Figure 8. Probability of distribution of power losses for the
case 15MVA/km2 with 52 substations100 networks.

6
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Figure 9. Urban distribution network model (Malaysia context) with 15MVA/ km2.

Figure 10. Rural distribution network model (Malaysia context) with 0.5MVA/ km2.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposed a methodology to generate the LV/
MV distribution network model based on Malaysian
context. The model could be utilized for large scale
applications of strategic assessments with thousands of
LV nodes with MV/LV feeder connections and optimum
distribution substation sitting and sizing. The fractal-based
network model generation was performed to generate the
large number of consumers’ settlement with LV feeder
connections and candidate substation coordinates. The
optimum placement and sizing of distribution substation
was achieved by executing the PSO algorithm on the
obtained information of LV network generation. The
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modified MST algorithm was used to find the optimum
MV feeder routing to connect the primary substation
to distribution substations with minimum length and
optimized cost. The case study shows two types of rural
and urban networks that were designed based on the
proposed method. The result of the case study indicates
that generated network models are similar to realistic
network. Furthermore, the generated models can be
applied in strategic planning of distribution network.
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